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1.0 Notes
This white paper presents opportunities (e.g., extended campaigns,
measurements during Venus gravity assists, extra downlink of science data,
…) for the Parker Solar Probe Team during orbits 3, 4, and 5. These
opportunities are unique and provide ample venues for potential
breakthrough science discoveries. The main objective here is the
augmentation of the science return of the Parker mission.
This paper is a living document that will be updated when necessary. We will
record all changes following the first distribution of the paper in a separate
section to facilitate their tracking.
We note, however, that the science investigation teams are by no means
obligated to accept the proposed options stated in this document. They may
collectively or independently choose to default to the operation baseline if
they wish to do so.
Note 1: the following presents options for data collection and downlink for orbits
3,4, and 5. The analysis is not optimal yet. Further refinements will be performed
for each orbit as we get more clarity on the DSN coverage and other operational
constraints. We believe, however, that the proposed options below are achievable.
We are open to suggestions.
Note 2: data allocations shown below are upper limits. Any investigation team
may choose a lower volume or forgo the extra data completely if they choose to do
so by choosing their corresponding baseline allocation.
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3.0 Purpose
The purpose of this white paper is to provide the science teams with an overview of
opportunities during the next three orbits (i.e., 3, 4, & 5) and different options on how to
maximize the science return of the Parker mission during these periods. These orbits
comprise unique opportunities for the Parker mission that have the potential to lead to
breakthrough science and discoveries. They are also favorable windows for synergies
with other missions and observatories.
The main goal of this paper is to provide the science teams with enough time to properly
plan observing programs and the related activities to derive the greatest benefit from the
opportunities presented below. We only present the big picture here. More detailed
planning has to be done for each observing period (i.e., each data collection period or
DCP).
The baseline design of the orbits of the Parker mission comprise the encounters – i.e.,
regions below 0.25 AU from the Sun center where most of the science data is collected
– and the cruise phases (above 0.25 AU) where the main activities are data downlink and
preparation for the next encounter. During the cruise phase instruments can be powered
on, under certain circumstances, to collect science data at a lower rate.

Figure 1: Illustration of the first five orbits of the Parker Solar Probe mission. Options
for extended science phases during orbits 3 and 5 are unique in terms of spatial and
temporal coverage. They extend well beyond the nominal encounters. Orbit 5 is also
an opportunity of joint observations with Solar Orbiter.
Data collected during the nominal first two encounters show phenomena that have not
been seen before in the solar wind beyond 0.29 AU. For instance, magnetic field
measurements show large-amplitude fluctuations as soon as the spacecraft enters the
4
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encounter. Helios data also show fluctuations but with much reduced amplitude span. It
begs the question: where does the transition occur and what is its nature? In addition,
continuous measurements from near-Earth all the way down to the corona provide
opportunities for studying the radial evolution of the solar wind and gaining insight into the
processes that affect the flow as it journeys away from the corona. It is therefore very
important to extend the observing window outside the encounters whenever possible.
Orbits 3 and 5 provide two opportunities for extended campaigns from nearly 0.5 AU
inbound to 0.45 AU outbound for orbit 3 and ~0.7 AU inbound to 0.65 AU outbound for
orbit 5. The extended campaign of orbit 3 lasts for over a month (i.e., three times the
nominal length of an encounter). The so-called “super campaign” of orbit 5 lasts over 50
days. Orbit 5 is also an opportunity for joint observations between Parker and Solar
Orbiter provided the latter launches in February 2020. Figure 1 is an illustration of the first
five orbits and shows the extended and super campaigns during orbits 3 and 5,
respectively.

4.0 Orbits vs. Data Collection Periods (DCPs)
Orbits are defined as the period of time extending between two consecutive aphelia. A
given orbit is divided into multiple segments (typically 5) wherein detailed operations
planning is done separately. The Science Data Management Plan document provides
details and references on how this process is undertaken.
DCPs are characterized by periods of time when the instruments are powered on to
collect and/or transfer a fixed allocation of data that is subsequently downlinked before
the end of the DCP. After the downlink, spacecraft resources are freed in anticipation for
the next DCP, which begins when new data allocations are determined based on
available spacecraft resources and available future downlink.

Figure 2: Illustrative example of DCPs for orbits 2 through 5. The purpose of this
viewgraph is only to define the phasing and extent of the DCPs. The start/end dates of
each DCP are approximate. The exact dates will be decided after a detailed analysis
that precedes each period. Data transfer and downlink shown here do not correspond
to what is proposed below.
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Pre-launch expectations were that there would be single DCP per encounter. However,
post-launch updates revealed the opportunity, during some orbits, to have multiple DCPs
due to increased downlink availability.
To account for DCPs that cover periods of time with considerable downlink availability,
DCPs are named as follows: DCP nx where n is the number of an encounter and x is “a”
or “b” (or exceptionally “c”). All DCP na include the encounters. DCP nb (or nc) includes
the cruise phase over which data transfer and downlink are performed. Whenever
possible the instruments are powered on to collect data within the thermal constraints and
power availability. This is decided on an orbit by orbit basis. DCP nb often overlaps two
consecutive orbits (e.g., covers the end of orbit n and the start of orbit n+1).
Figure 2 shows the extent of DCPs 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b, 4a, 5a, and 5b. The start/end dates for
each DCP are approximate but should not be very far from the real dates. The latter will
be firmly determined when detailed planning is undertaken.
We assume that for any given DCP all data on the spacecraft SSR (hereafter, SC/SSR)
will be downlinked at the end of this period. The intent is to start each DCP with a “fresh,”
i.e. empty, SC/SSR in order to maximize the data and science return for the whole
mission. Data allocations are determined depending on the needs of each investigation
team.

6
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5.0 Orbit 3: Jun 18 – Nov. 15, 2019
There are two distinct Ka-band periods between encounters 3 and 4, which will allow a
significant amount of data to be downlinked. The expectation is that we will have sufficient
DSN time to downlink 350 to 400 Gbits (almost four times the baseline for encounter 3).
In order to achieve this goal, we will have two data collection periods: DCP 3a (includes
the encounter) and DCP 3b. In addition, the high-downlink rates will allow the conversion
of a number of Ka-band tracks to X-band, which enable the accommodation of a nearly
month-long period (hereafter called extended campaign) of near continuous observations
around encounter 3 (see section 5.1).
Encounter 3 is followed by two major periods for downlink: one during the outbound leg
of orbit 3 and the other during the inbound leg of orbit 4 (green triangular periods in Fig.
3). There will be two DCPs covering this interval. Figure 3 shows the extent of these
DCPs. The target following this encounter is to bring down 350-400 Gbits (i.e., almost
four times the baseline of 107 Gbits).
The second Venus gravity assist (VGA-2) will occur with the second Ka-band period. We
will have a special campaign around this event. We expect a number of Ka tracks to be
converted to X-band to accommodate this campaign. For more details, see section 6.0.

Figure 3: Illustration of DCPs 3a (including the extended campaign) and 3b.

5.1

The Extended Campaign

The two Ka periods preceding and following encounter 3 are characterized by high
downlink rates. We expect all the data collected and transferred during DCP 2b (i.e., a
maximum of 200 Gbits) will be on the ground before Aug. 16, 2019. The remaining Ka
tracks will be converted to X-band to allow the instruments to be powered on and collected
data. We also plan to convert a number of Ka tracks after the encounter to X-band.
Therefore, all instruments will be powered on to collect data over a period of nearly a
month. The radial coverage begins at ~0.45 AU inbound and ends at ~0.50 AU outbound.
This period is called the “extended campaign” and it represents an opportunity for
increased science due to the larger radial coverage. Some Ka-band downlink contacts
will be scheduled periodically during the outbound leg prior to PSP reaching 0.50 AU to
7
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facilitate the downlinking of the entire 200 Gbit data volume. At 0.50 AU, the Ka-band
contacts will become more densely scheduled and instrument operations between these
contacts will become less feasible.
Encounter 3 is followed by two major periods for downlink: one during the outbound leg
of orbit 3 and the other during the inbound leg of orbit 4 (green triangular periods in Fig.
3). There will be two DCPs covering this interval. Figure 3 shows the extent of these
DCPs. The target following this encounter is to bring down 350-400 Gbits (i.e., almost
four times the baseline of 107 Gbits).
Figure 4 shows a SPADER simulation of the data transfer/downlink for both DCP 3a
and DCP 3b. The data allocation for DCP 3b may subject to change from ~140 Gbits (as
shown in the figure) and 200 Gbits depending on the DSN time allocation to

Figure 4: Illustration of DCP 3a and DCP 3b. Data downlink for DCP 3a is close to
reality. That of DCP 3b is approximate. Further refinement will be performed as we
start the detailed planning of this period. Ka-band contacts leading up to encounter 4
will be converted to X-band to facilitate pre-encounter preparations that cannot be
performed during Ka-band contacts.

5.2

DCP 3a: Aug 16 - Oct 14, 2019

The detailed planning of this DCP is already underway.
DCP 3a is composed of the extended campaign and the following Ka-band period as
shown in Figure 3. The extended campaign starts on from Aug. 16, 2019 and ends on
Sep. 20, 2019. In terms of spatial coverage, it extends from ~0.45 AU inbound until ~0.50
AU outbound.
In order to benefit the most from this extended campaign, we need to enter this period with a
fresh spacecraft solid state recorder (SC/SSR). This allows the instruments to record (real-time
streaming) a maximum of 200 Gbits to the SC/SSR. The intent is to have the instruments
streaming real-time all or most of their allocations to the SC/SSR. We do not plan to have
either low-rate or high-speed data transfer from the instruments’ internal memory drives
during DCP 3a. The Ka-band period of DCP 3a will only serve for data downlink.
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Instruments may be powered on between Ka -band tracks only to collect and record data
to the SC/SSR.
The instrument data allocations for DCP 3a are shown in Table 1. All these volumes are
meant to be streamed real-time to the SC/SSR. FIELDS, SWEAP, and WISPR can store
additional data in their internal drives for a later transfer during DCP 3b (see the section
4.3 for more details). These allocations are final and were agreed upon by all four science
teams.
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Table 1: Data volumes per instrument for DCP 3a. Since we are not planning any data
transfer during this period, all data allocations are assumed to be streamed in realtime to the SC/SSR.

Instruments

DCP 3a
Allocations (Gbits)

FIELDS
IS𝚯IS
SWEAP
WISPR

5.3

65
30
65
40

EPI-Lo: 22
EPI-Hi: 8

DCP 3b: Oct 14, 2019 – Jan 18, 2020

Figure 3 shows the extent of DCP 3b, which includes the end of orbit 3 (outbound) and
the start of orbit 4 (inbound).
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For data transfer from FIELDS and SWEAP, we will adopt the same strategy of low-rate
data transfer used for DCP 2b. This may allow a number of instruments to be powered
on to collect data, particularly IS𝚯IS, which will have priority over the other instruments.
As with DCP 2b, the decision to allow instruments to be powered-on during the aphelion
period will be made after encounter 3 depending on the power available to the
instruments.
Depending on the DSN coverage, a total of 150 to 200 Gbits will be available to the four
instruments whose data allocations are shown in Table 2. The Ka-period of DCP 3b is not
negotiated yet. We will decide which total allocation we will have after confirmation of
DSN coverage. We also assume an empty SC/SSR at the start of DCP 3b.
Table 2: Data allocations for DCP 3b. The total allocation will range from 150 to 200
Gbits depending on the DSN coverage. We will make a decision upon confirmation of
Ka-band that is expected well before October 16, 2019 when the RAT for DCP 3b will
be loaded.

Instruments
FIELDS
IS𝚯IS
SWEAP
WISPR

DCP 3b Allocations
Case of total allocation
of 150 Gbits

50
25
50
25

EPI-Lo: 20
EPI-Hi: 5

9

Case of total allocation
of 200 Gbits

75
25
75
25

EPI-Lo: 20
EPI-Hi: 5
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We assume that the data transferred from FIELDS and SWEAP will be written to priority
8 (P8) and that from WISPR to P6. The data collected real-time from all four instruments
will be recorded to the SC/SSR proportionally according to the priority table.
DCP 3b comprises also the second Venus gravity assist. Section 6.0 describes a proposal
for a special observation campaign of the Venus magnetospheric environment. For further
details, see also APPENDIX – A.
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6.0 Venus Gravity Assist #2: Dec. 26, 2019 18:14 UTC
Although planetary physics is not within the scope of the science objectives of the Parker
mission, the science campaign of the first Venus gravity assist (VGA-1; October 3, 2018)
provided a reach data set. All three plasma instruments were on and collected data
(WISPR was off). The preliminary analysis of these data show very interesting plasma
phenomena with potential for a number of new discoveries. This is a testimony of the
transcendental nature of the Parker mission.
At the closest approach to the planet during VGA-1, the spacecraft demoted to
operational level 2, which resulted in the instruments being powered off. The demotion
was a result of solar limb sensors (SLSs) being illuminated by Venus and mistakenly
indicating sensing the Sun. As a consequence, it was not possible to gather any science
data in the bow shock region. For VGA-2, the engineering team is putting in place a plan
to avoid a similar incident. This will help us collect a complete set of measurements
covering the whole magnetospheric region that Parker will fly through. Further information
will be appended to this document when the plan is finalized.
The science team is proposing to run another campaign around the second VGA (VGA2). We fully support this proposal and recommend its implementation within the
operational constraints. All instruments will be involved. The following sections provide
details on the needs of the different instruments.

Figure 5: Parker Solar Probe orbit plotted over an MHD simulation of the Venus
induced magnetosphere. VGA-2 is a great opportunity to gather science data of the
rarely visited far tail of the magnetosphere as well as the highly-perturbed nose-region
of the bow shock. Courtesy of Shannon Curry (FIELDS team; see APPENDIX – A for
more details).
VGA-2 will take place on December 26, 2019 during the Ka-band period of DCP 3b. The
orbital profile of this VGA is similar to that of VGA-1. Figure 5 shows the orbit of the
spacecraft over-plotted on an MHD simulation. Parker will fly at an altitude of about 3000
km above the planet. There is no spacecraft eclipse during this event. Parker will skim
the Venus induced magnetosphere in a similar fashion to VGA-1. The spacecraft will enter

11
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this region through the far-tail side of the magnetosphere and exit near the nose of the
bow shock .
The data collected during VGA-2 will count against each instrument’s allocation for DCP
3b, unless these data are stored on the instruments’ internal drives for subsequent
downlink. We recommend, however, that all the data gathered during this campaign be
downlinked before the end of DCP 3b.
6.1.1 Remote Sensing: WISPR
The WISPR team request consists of powering on the instrument for three to four days
prior to the closest approach of the planet. WISPR will be powered off well before the insitu instruments are powered on for fly-by itself.The science goals of this campaign are
1. Observe dust along the Venus orbit, which is not only important for science but also
of great interest for the spacecraft safety. The interest here is dust particles along
the Venus orbit. Venus does not need to be in the field-of-view of WISPR for these
observations. The instrument needs to be on and collecting data between Ka-band
tracks for three to four days prior to the fly-by.
2. Observe clouds in the lower atmosphere of Venus. Obviously, Venus needs to be in
the field-of-view of the instrument, which depends on the attitude of the spacecraft.
The requested duration for this campaign is xx hours give dates. WISPR needs
ground support to achieve this goal. The arrangements for this support is outside
the scope of this document and it is the responsibility of the WISPR team.
The exact extent of this remote sensing campaign will be provided by the WISPR team.
In terms of power, WISPR has a single power mode of 11 Watts (see Table 2).
Figure 6 shows the Venus track through WISPR’s field-of-view.
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Figure 6: Venus track through the WISPR field-of-view for -/+1 day around closest
approach. Courtesy of Robin Vaughan.
6.1.2 In Situ: FIELDS, IS𝚯IS, and SWEAP
The FIELDS, IS𝚯IS, and SWEAP investigation teams request their instruments to be
powered during the Venus fly-by. This is similar to what was done during VGA-1.

12
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The science objectives of this campaign are
1. A
2. b
In terms of duration, the three instruments need to be on and collecting data continuously
for a period of 10 hours: 6 hours prior to the closest approach to Venus and 4 hours after
that. The 10 hours was recommended by Shannon Carry (FIELDS team) based on the
previous campaign of VGA-1 and MHD modeling.
The power requirements as well as the expected data volumes for this requested
campaign are given in Table 3.
Table 3: Instruments’ power requirements and data volumes for VGA-2.
Power Requirements (Watt)
Data Volumes
Instruments
(Gbits)
FIELDS-1: 13
FIELDS
23.0 FIELDS-2: 10
0.81 (22.6 kbps)
IS𝚯IS
SWEAP

10.8

WISPR

11.0

20.0

EPI-Lo: 4.9 W
EPI-Hi: 5.9 W
SWEAP Op. Power: 15 W (0.45 A)
SCP Sur. Heater Cycling: 3 W (0.46 A)
SPAN Op. Heater Cycling: 2 W (0.35 A)

0.1335

EPI-Lo: 0.1068
EPI-Hi: 0.0267

TBD
TBD

13
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7.0 Orbit 4: Nov. 15, 2019 – Apr. 3, 2020 – DCP 4a: Jan 18 – May
17, 2020
Following VGA-2, Parker perihelion will drop from 37.5 to 27.8 Rsun for both orbits 4 and
5. This significant change will take the mission to a new, unexplored region of space.
Observations from these two orbits have the potential to lead to new breakthrough
discoveries. Therefore, detailed planning of these two orbits is imperative in order to
minimize risks and also increase the science return before PSP drops to a significantly
lower perihelion (20 Rsun) after orbit 5.
Orbit 4 is relatively low in terms of data downlink volume. We will have two short periods
of Ka tracks following encounter 4: the first in the outbound section of orbit 4 and the
second in the inbound section of orbit 5. The amount of data we can downlink depends
on how much DSN time we will get. Assuming we will have a coverage of 18 hours per
day for both Ka periods with downlink derated to 85%, we will be able to bring down about
110 Gbits. Therefore, we recommend the pre-launch baseline of 107 Gbits for this
orbit. We, however, need full DSN coverage in order to meet the baseline goal of 107
Gbits. Figure 7 illustrates the plan for data gathering, transfer and downlink for DCP 4a.
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Figure 7: Concept of data collection and downlink for DCP 4a. The two short periods
of Ka-band will allow to downlink a maximum of about 107 Gbits assuming full DSN
coverage for both periods.
We will only have one DCP for orbit 4 (i.e., DCP 4a; see Figure 7). We will adopt the
prelaunch strategy of data streaming and transfer. The data allocations are shown in
Table 4.
Table 4: Data volumes per instrument for DCP 4a.

Instruments

DCP 4a
Allocations (Gbits)

FIELDS
IS𝚯IS
SWEAP
WISPR

29.5
18.0
29.5
30.0
14
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FIELDS and SWEAP may choose to stream all their DCP 4a allocations to the spacecraft
SSR as survey data. We also recommend that the instruments with internal drives (i.e.,
FIELDS, SWEAP, and WISPR) store additional data for potential high-speed transfer
during DCP 5a. See section 8.1.1 for details. In terms of data selection and transfer
(preferentially at low rate), the X-band interval between the Ka-band periods can be used
for this purpose.
In principle there is an opportunity for an extended campaign around encounter 4 as
shown in Figure 8. We leave this up to the investigation teams to decide whether to take
advantage of the extended campaign or not. In any case, the instruments has to fit within
the same allocations.
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Figure 8: Concept of an extended campaign around encounter 4. Data transfer and
downlink is the same as
Figure 9 shows a SPADER simulation of DCP 4a.
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Figure 9: Illustration of DCP 4a. Data downlink depends on the DSN coverage.
Further refinement will be performed of the modeling will be performed when more
information of the DSN coverage becomes available.
15
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8.0 Orbit 5: Apr. 3 – Aug. 2, 2020
Orbit 5 of the Parker Solar Probe mission presents a unique opportunity of a very
extended campaign. The nominal encounter (i.e., below 0.25 AU) is bounded both
inbound and outbound by two extended periods devoid of Ka-band downlink
opportunities. This provides an opportunity for the instruments to be powered on and
collecting data near-continuously for a long period of time. We call this period the “super
campaign”.
In terms of downlink, there are two Ka-band periods. The first one is relatively long and
follows immediately after the super campaign. The second is very short (four days) and
is located in the inbound section of orbit 6. The downlink rates for this short period are
very high. Therefore, we will have two DCPs for orbit 5. Figure 10 shows the extent of
these DCPs.

Figure 10: Illustration of DCP 5a and DCP 5b. The downlink options of DCP 5a, in
particular, are detailed in section 7.1. Further refinement will be performed as we start
the detailed planning of this period.
Depending on the DSN coverage, there are different options for these two DCPs. The
following sections provide an overview of these options.

8.1

DCP 5a: The Super Campaign – May 7 – July 21, 2020

The super campaign starts on May 07, 2020 at ~0.7 AU inbound and ends on June 28,
2020 at ~0.57 AU outbound, with more than 52 days of near-continuous1 observations. It
will not only close the gap between Parker and previous missions, particularly Helios 1 &
2, but it will also provide extensive overlap with these missions. This should provide ample
time to collect enough PSP data for comparisons and also for unprecedented studies of
the solar wind from Venus orbit all the way down to 27.8 Rsun.

1

There will be X-band tracks used for spacecraft activities that may or may not require powering off the
instruments for a short period of time (i.e., a few hours). These activities are planned well ahead of
times and are few and separated by long periods of time.
16
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This period will also coincide with the first orbit of Solar Orbiter at about 0.5 AU. It is
expected that the in-situ instruments onboard Solar Orbiter will be fully commissioned at
the start of this campaign. This assumes a launch in Feb. 2020. Along with STEREO-A
and near-Earth and L1 assets, we will have near 360 degree coverage of the solar wind.
This dynamic coverage of the inner heliosphere also provide opportunities for multiinstrument cross-calibration.
In order to benefit the most from the super campaign, we recommend the following:
1. Start the super campaign with a fresh SC/SSR with a total of 200 Gbits available
to the four instruments.
2. The four instruments stream real-time all their DCP-5a allocations (i.e., a total of
200 Gbits) to the SC/SSR. This data will start downlinking immediately after the
super campaign.
The Ka-band period will allow downlinking of the 200 Gbits allocated for the super
campaign within a period ranging between one and two weeks, depending on the DSN
coverage. Depending on the DSN coverage, there may be a possibility for additional data
downlink.
There are two options for data downlink which are highly dependent on the DSN
coverage. These are as follow:
8.1.1 Option 1
This is the preferable downlink option. It requires full Ka coverage (i.e., ~18 hours per
day). It also consists of three downlink periods which require dividing the first Ka-band
into two Ka periods separated by a X-band period that will be used for data transfer.
Figure 11 provides an illustration of option-1 data transfers and downlink for both DCPs
5a and 5b.
This approach consists of the following steps
1. Downlink all the data collected during the super campaign (i.e., up to 200 Gbits) of
at the beginning of the Ka-band period. This may take about a week.
2. Convert a number of Ka tracks to X-band in the middle of the Ka-band and (highspeed) transfer more data (~100 Gbits) from the instruments to the SC/SSR. The
length of this period (~10 days) and the data volume (≤100 Gbits) to be transferred
will be determined through SPADER analysis. This data has to be pre-selected
and the only option is for it to be encounter 4 data.
3. Downlink the newly transferred data before the end of the Ka-band period.
4. Transfer ~100 Gbits for downlink in the last Ka period of DCP 2b. This may not
require high-speed transfer. The preference is to transfer data at low rate to allow
the instruments to be on.
The advantages of this approach is that we will have
1. ~ 400 Gbits worth of science data after encounter 5.
2. In addition to ~ 100 Gbits worth of high-resolution data from the super encounter,
we will be able to get about another 100 Gbits of high-resolution data from
encounter 4, which otherwise will not be downlinked and may be lost forever.
The disadvantage is that the science teams will have to make a very quick decision on
the files to be deleted in preparation for the high-speed transfer of data from encounter 4.
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Figure 11: (Top) Concept of data transfer and downlink for DCP 5a,b Option 1. (Bottom)
SPADER simulation of data transfer and downlink. This is preliminary and further analyses
need to be done to determine the Ka and X-band durations and data volumes.
8.1.2 Option 2
This option assumes that we have nominal DSN coverage (~10 hour daily passes). We
expect to downlink a total data volume of ~ 300 Gbits for both DCP 5a and DCP 5b. There
will not be sufficient time for clearing the SC/SSR and transferring more data for downlink
before the end of the first Ka-band period. The excess Ka-band tracks will have to be
converted to X-band as they will not be used for downlink. Figure 12 shows a preliminary
SPADER simulation of data transfers and downlink for the option 2 approach.
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Figure 12: SPADER simulation of option 2 for data transfer and downlink for DCP 5a
and DCP 5b.
The advantages of this approach are
1. Have sufficient time for data selection for the second Ka period of DCP 2b.
2. No rush to decide on data deletion in preparation for DCP 2b.
3. Have the possibility of further extending the super encounter (see section 8.1.2-b).
The disadvantage is that we will be limited to ~ 300 Gbits of data and may not have the
opportunity to downlink high-resolution data from encounter 4.
We propose two approaches for the conversion of the Ka-tracks to X-band:
a) Downlink all the data (~200 Gbits) at the start of the Ka-band period and convert
the remaining tracks to X-band. Figure 13 provides an illustration of this case. The
advantages of this option is that the data from the super campaign will be
downlinked early and the converted Ka tracks will provide additional time for data
selection and transfer in preparation of downlink during the Ka period of DCP 5b.
The disadvantage is that we will be limited to a maximum of ~300 Gbits for both
DCP 5a and DCP 5b.
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Figure 13: Illustration of DCP 5a with downlink following immediately the super
campaign. The Ka tracks to be converted to X-band will be toward the end of the DCP.
b) Convert the unused tracks at the beginning of the Ka-band period. Data downlink
will be performed in the last part of the Ka period. This is illustrated in Figure 14.
The advantage of this approach is to further extend the super campaign duration.

Figure 14: Same as Figure 13 but the Ka tracks to be converted to X-band are at the
beginning of the original Ka-band period. This has the advantage of further extending
the super campaign.
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DCP 5b: July 21 – Aug. 17, 2020

The X-band period before the Ka-period of DCP 5b is sufficient to transfer ~ 100 Gbits
that can be downlinked before the end of the DCP. This assumes full DSN coverage.
The strategy for data transfer and downlink is the same regardless of what downlink
option we select for the first Ka-band period. See Figures 10-12 for illustrations and
SPADER simulations.
For data transfer, low-rate transfers from both FILDS and SWEAP are preferred if
possible.
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9.0 Venus Gravity Assist #3: Jul. 11, 2020 03:22 UTC
VGA-3 will take place on the outbound phase of orbit 5. The orbital profile of the fly-by is
shown in Figure 15. It is significantly different from VGA-1 and VGA-2. The spacecraft will
cross through the inner magnetosphere of Venus from the southern hemisphere and
leave it further down the tail on the northern hemisphere. This provides an opportunity to
sample a new region of the induced magnetosphere.
VGA-3 will have a spacecraft eclipse for about two hours. Therefore, a special power
mode will be adopted of this event. Although the eclipse itself is short, power and thermal
behavior of the system have to be looked at closely in order to determine whether the
instruments can be powered on or not.

Figure 15: Parker Solar Probe orbits for the seven Venus gravity assists (color coded)
plotted over an MHD simulation of the Venus induced magnetosphere. VGA-3 (back in
the figure) is a great opportunity to gather science data of a new region of the induced
magnetosphere. Courtesy of Shannon Curry (FIELDS team).
We will develop a detailed observing program for this event well ahead of time but a final
decision will be made depending on power availability and thermal constraints.
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10.0 Appendix – A
All the material shown in this section is provided by Shannon Curry and her collaborators.
Venus flyby timeline
1. 2018-10-03
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2. 2019-12-26
3. 2020-07-11
4. 2021-02-20
5. 2021-10-16

PSP Venus Flyby #2 [VGA2]

6. 2023-08-21

S. Curry
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Previous Missions
• Another opportunity
to sample the:

1999
1999
1999
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2007
2007

Time
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approach
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from center
(RV)

Altitude
from the
surface
(km)

Speed of
closest
approach
(km/s)

Science Value /
notes

1

2018-1003/08:44:28

1.40

2429

24.513

Venus deep tail
Foreshock
Magnetosheath

2

2019-1226/18:12:09

1.499

3009

24.440

Venus tail
Foreshock
Magnetosheath

3

2020-0711/03:20:44

1.138

832

24.920

Venus tail
Ion escape
Foreshock
Lightning?
Magnetosheath

4

2021-0220/20:02:34

1.395

2387

24.569

Venus tail
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Magnetosheath
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PSP
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5

2021-1016/09:27:54

1.625

3814

24.343

Foreshock

6

2023-0821/11:57:28

1.651

3999

24.321

Foreshock

7

2024-1106/18:42:18
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Venus tail
Ion escape
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Ionospheric holes
Lightning
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and the Parker spiral
magnetic field
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6 hours before + 4 hours after closest approach

Position of STEREO-A
and the Parker spiral
magnetic field

TIME
• 2019-12-26/12:12:09
• 2019-12-26/13:12:09
• 2019-12-26/14:12:09
• 2019-12-26/15:12:09
• 2019-12-26/16:12:09
• 2019-12-26/17:12:09
v 2019-12-26/18:12:09
• 2019-12-26/19:12:09
• 2019-12-26/20:12:09
• 2019-12-26/21:12:09
• 2019-12-26/22:12:09
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RV
82.27
68.61
54.94
41.28
27.61
13.94
1.50
13.91
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41.25
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(km)
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332326
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Summary

6 hours before + 4 hours after closest approach
TIME
• 2019-12-26/12:12:09
• 2019-12-26/13:12:09
• 2019-12-26/14:12:09
• 2019-12-26/15:12:09
• 2019-12-26/16:12:09
• 2019-12-26/17:12:09
v 2019-12-26/18:12:09
• 2019-12-26/19:12:09
• 2019-12-26/20:12:09
• 2019-12-26/21:12:09
• 2019-12-26/22:12:09

RV
82.27
68.61
54.94
41.28
27.61
13.94
1.50
13.91
27.58
41.25
54.91

(km)
497878
415210
332528
249825
167096
84376
9061
84175
166895
249623
332326

1
Any data outside this region
will be a first observation

FIELDS

Resolution

Data volume
[Gbits compressed]

Power
[watts]

293 Hz

0.54 Archive
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Science

1a

FIELDS-1

293 Hz

13

Waves
Lighting
Topology

1b

FIELDS-2

293 Hz

10

Waves
Lighting
Topology

2

SWEAP

0.74 Survey /
5.93 Archive

11

2a

SPAN-i

125eV – 20
keV

5

Ion acceleration
Waves

2b

SPAN-e

2eV – 2 keV

2

Foreshock
Topology

2c

SPC

150eV – 6keV

4

SW moments
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4. Science for Flyby #2

PSP VGA2

FIELDS and SWEAP would provide more
firs results at Venus!

§ The Venusian tail has never been
observed at > 12 RV before flyby 1
§ These flybys are important- any
observation will be a first result
§ Electric fields have never been directly
measured before at Venus!

§ Additionally, magnetic reconnection,
waves, foreshock, and circumstellar
dust can be observed closer to the
planet
§ The first flyby was successful and
we have our ‘lessons learned’ in
terms of S/C pointing, data rates
and science results
Times in UTC
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What science can PSP do at Venus?

Backup

• In the tail:
– PSP could observe the tail- Venus
has never been observed at this
distance
ü This would offer insights into
atmospheric evolution and the
interaction of the sun with planetary
atmospheres

• Closest-approach:
– PSP could observe lightning, which
has never definitively been observed
ü This would provide insight into
understanding if lighting is related to
volcanoes (as they are at Earth) and/or
other processes.
Courtesy of NASA goddard
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